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As in the case of Jews and Christians, the topic of homosexuality is not easy for Muslims. Amongst various Christian denominations, it has led to rifts within congregations. The conversation in Christian and Jewish circles in North America has happened in the context of the LGBTQ and civil rights movements over several decades. However, the conversation in Islam, specifically in the North American context, is relatively new. In Muslim countries, homosexuality has conventionally been viewed as a behavioural trait in the context of pederasty and aggressive desire in gender-segregated societies. This, however, is being challenged by a growing number of Muslim youth, especially in the West, who do not wish to perpetuate a behavioural paradigm, in which one marries to keep face and have sexual encounters with members of the same gender on the side. Muslim LGBTQ groups and individuals have increasingly become socially and politically visible as technology and media have allowed them to network and share resources.

In terms of addressing the concerns of LGBTQ Muslims in a theological context, Scott Kugle was the first to broach the subject substantially through his essay in Progressive Muslims in 2003 and then his book in 2010. The other substantial work includes a book chapter by Jahangir in 2010, a paper by El-Menyaawi in 2012, and an article and book by Jahangir and Abdullatif in 2016.
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However, thirteen years after his essay, Kugle’s work was scathingly critiqued by Mobeen Vaid.9 This critique is significant as unlike other conservative Muslim responses, it engages with Kugle’s scholarship in detail and also forms the foundation of subsequent critiques to his work.10 The timing of this critique is interesting for it comes in the aftermath of the Orlando gay bar shooting. Immediately after Orlando, Nihad Awad, the Executive Director and the founder of the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIR) offered historic words to stand by the LGBTQ community.11

Eschewing theological positions, Awad mentioned that the Muslim community stands shoulder to shoulder with the LGBTQ community. In Toronto, the Muslim and the LGBTQ communities got together for Iftar dinner and signed joined statements against hatred and discrimination.12 Such instances of solidarity have been quite rare and

---

10 Jonathan Brown, “A Pre-Modern Defense of the Hadiths on Sodomy,” (forthcoming), www.academia.edu/33016757/A_Pre_Modern_Defense_of_the_Hadiths_on_Sodomy. This work briefly engages Kugle (2010) on the Hadith texts relegating the critique of the Qur’anic texts to Vaid (2016). While a detailed critique of Brown’s work is beyond the purview of this article, it may be noted that he defends the death for sodomy texts that have been rejected by many past Muslim scholars and also contemporary conservative Muslim scholars. Elsewhere, in a different paper, he quotes that if a text makes you cringe, it could not be attributed to the Prophet. Yet, despite the cringe-worthy persecution of gay men by ISIS, who have actually enacted such texts, in Chechnya and Uganda amongst other places, he chooses to defend the death texts. In a different paper, he mentions that Ibn Abbas texts sometimes exhibit aberrant views on temporary marriages and interest-based transactions. Yet, in the context of the death texts, he goes at great length to defend the Ibn Abbas version of those texts. Brown uses Suyuti (d. 1505) to bolster his case; however, he does not recognize that Suyuti himself noted that Lot’s people sodomized travelers to drive them away, which does not allow for the equation of sexual conduct of Lot’s people with that of LGBTQ persons. Additional points raised by Brown are subsumed and addressed in this article.
11 Nihad Awad, “CAIR: Muslims Stand United with LGBT Community,” Associated Press, 12 June 2016, YouTube, www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHSpgQILd8k
low-key before Orlando. It is worth noting that in Canada, based on a 2016 Environics survey, Muslims were found to more likely reject homosexuality than other Canadians, although second generation Muslims were more likely to accept it. \(^{13}\) Likewise, according to the Pew Survey, as of 2011, U.S. Muslims were split on homosexuality with 39% for accepting and 45% for discouraging it. \(^{14}\) Given strongly held Muslim opinions on homosexuality, perhaps these responses signal the beginnings of an engagement that had been previously absent. As such, the more conservative elements within the North American Muslim community have perhaps felt the need to re-assert their orthodox position by supporting a response to Kugle’s work.

Kugle needs no defense for he himself has asserted that critiques, including those by gay readers, have led him to “deeper theological research” and that he is “happy to see” his “conclusions challenged.” \(^{15}\) However, the critique must be addressed as it raises some points that are commonly held by conservative Muslims in their bid to prohibit LGBTQ Muslims from leading an honest life based on intimacy, affection and companionship. Even post-Orlando, while Muslim community elders have expressed solidarity with the LGBTQ community, they have not shown the same regard for LGBTQ Muslims. This is perhaps because Muslim community members hold misconceptions on homosexuality that prevent a meaningful discussion on the concerns of LGBTQ Muslims.

It is important to address the religious basis of Muslim homophobia, as Asifa Siraj points out in her study, based on U.K. Muslims, that amongst various variables like education, age and gender, it is levels of religiosity that is the most influential variable directly associated with intolerance and opposition to “homosexuality” and that having a


higher level of education did not have an influence on such attitudes.\textsuperscript{16}

In what follows, fourteen salient points from the critique, which are sometimes articulated by conservative Muslim leaders, will be delineated followed by a point-by-point deconstruction of the author’s arguments. Additionally, common Muslim misconceptions on homosexuality will be addressed, as they influence religious opinion and form the basis for Muslim homophobia. Thus, while we focus on addressing the author’s critique, we also address arguments and misconceptions broadly upheld by conservative Muslim leaders, scholars and community stakeholders. It is to be noted that while conservative Muslim leaders predominately address male homosexuality, the case of lesbians is derived from that. As such, in addressing the critique, the case of Muslim lesbians is generally subsumed.

**Deconstruction of the author’s fourteen points**

Each of the fourteen points made by Mobeen Vaid in his critique of Scott Kugle’s work is discussed and deconstructed below. Each subtitle in this section comprises a counterclaim to rebut a claim made by the author.

**1-Consensus on homosexuality does not hold**

The author invokes the *ijma* (consensus) argument on the prohibition of homosexuality and claims that scholars from across all Muslim schools of jurisprudence have differed over questions of punishment of same-sex acts, but have never differed on their prohibition. He also mentions that only “certain liberal denominations in the West” are LGBTQ-affirming.

However, if one went by Shafi’s definition as the consensus of all Muslims, it is nearly impossible to have *ijma*. In Islam, there is no consensus on the definition of *ijma* (consensus). Furthermore, while

some scholars are quick to invoke *ijma*, past *ijmas* can and have been challenged. This can be noted from how Wahabi scholar Ibn al-Uthaymeen (d. 2001) went against the *ijma* on the validity of forced marriages of minor girls that was based on the Hadith pertaining to Aisha mentioned in Sahih Bukhari\(^{17}\) or, as some scholars claim, based on the explicit meaning of the Qur’an, “unimpeachable, parallel reports,” *sunna* (Prophet’s teachings) and consensus.\(^{18}\) Indeed, past jurists have been accused of breaking consensus only to have their opinions become the main point of view of the Muslim community.

Mohammad Omar Farooq references the jurist Bazdawi (d.1100) to assert that if a past *ijma* is later found unsuitable, it can be replaced through reasoning with a new *ijma*, and also mentions Muslim reformer Sayyid Ahmad Khan (d. 1898) who sometimes invalidated the *ijma* of the Companions to contend for a fresh *ijma* in light of changed circumstances.\(^{19}\) Likewise Hashim Kamali references past jurists who held that the *fatwa* (legal edict) of a Companion did not constitute a binding proof in Islamic jurisprudence, and also references both Shafi (d. 820) who stated that scholars have sometimes abandoned the *fatwa* of a Companion, as well as Iqbal (d. 1938), who opined that later generations were not bound by the decisions of the Companions.\(^{20}\)

Past jurists did not issue a legal opinion on same-sex unions. They could not do so in the absence of contemporary developments\(^{21}\) in

\(^{17}\)We are grateful to Anas Mahafazah for this point.


\(^{21}\)While we allude to the contemporary consensus position amongst professional psychology and psychiatry bodies, it is also important to acknowledge the point noted by Rabbi Gershom Barnard that medical opinion gradually evolved from hormonal treatment to psychoanalysis to behavioral conditioning to saying that there is no treatment to finally indicating that there is
psychology and because they only dealt with questions at hand and the question was never raised. Thus, whatever *ijma* Vaid refers to never addressed the question of a legal contract between same-sex couples. Therefore, he cannot assume an answer for a question that was never addressed unless he goes over the texts and identifies what is applicable and equally not applicable on the issue of a same-sex legal contract.

Same-sex acts outside a legal contract were deemed forbidden; however, the Hanafi jurist al-Kawakibi (d. 1685) confirmed that based on the phrase ‘what their right hand possesses’ in verses 23:6 and 70:30, which generally alluded to female concubines, there were those who deemed *liwat* with male slaves permissible. While some may try to view this opinion as aberrant or based on *shubha* (doubt), yet it remains an alternate minority opinion. This of course cannot be generalized, as males in general are non-receptive sexual entities. However, Muslim communities in the Siwa Oasis accepted a form of same-sex union with no objection from their elders or local scholars.

In contemporary times, members and scholars associated with U.S.-based Muslims for Progressive Values, Canada-based Universalist Muslims and U.K-based Inclusive Mosque Initiative have challenged any consensus on homosexuality. Based on Shafi’s definition of *ijma*, the consensus does not hold. In other Abrahamic religions, major Judaic branches – Conservative and Reform - affirm same-sex

---

22We adopt the essentialist perspective on sexual orientation as opposed to the constructionist lens. This is because while sexual identity differs from culture to culture, the underlying entity of a person exclusively attracted to member of the same-sex remains the same. (See Q. Rahman and G. Wilson, *Born Gay: The Psychobiology of Sex Orientation* (London: Peter Owen Publishers, 2008.) Additionally, Kugle argues that while the constructionist lens is good for academic exercise, it is not very effective in addressing human rights for vulnerable and struggling people. Refer to Susan Henking, “Coming Out Twice: Sexuality and Gender in Islam. [See n. 16.]


unions. Even the author’s mentor, Yasir Qadhi, has claimed that only a small minority of Jews and Christians in the United States oppose same-sex unions. In 2006, Rabbis Dorff et al. wrote a combined responsum on homosexuality for the Committee on Jewish Law and Standards and expressly stated as follows:

Celibacy is even less feasible for those who never voluntarily decided to take such a vow as a matter of religious devotion and vocation, but rather simply discovered themselves to be gay or lesbian. God, after all, created us as sexual beings. That does not justify all sexual acts, but it does indicate that God intended that we be able to express ourselves sexually. Jewish law should therefore show gays and lesbians, as it shows heterosexuals, the circumstances in which sexual relations are permitted. [. . .] Heterosexual marriage between two Jews remains the halakhic ideal. For homosexuals who are incapable of maintaining a heterosexual relationship, the rabbinic prohibitions that have been associated with other gay and lesbian intimate acts are superseded based upon the Talmudic principle of *kvod habriot*, our obligation to preserve the human dignity of all people.

2-Permanent celibacy violates Islamic values

The author argues that inclinations should be separated from behaviour and prescribes restraint, claiming that it is not a unique burden for those “struggling with same-sex desires.” He mentions that even in the straight context desire may not have a permissible outlet as in the case of “poverty, disease, looks, happenstance” and the lack of “eligible Muslim bachelors.” This opinion is not exclusive to the author’s critique and has become a staple of contemporary conservative Muslim discourse.

---


In contrast to such downplaying of burdens, the late Maher Hathout, regarded as the father of American Muslim identity, mentioned that the parallel between the straight and the gay is not exact, for the latter has no alternatives. He proposed that we must at least guarantee dignity and privacy to homosexuals.\(^{27}\) Moreover, Islamic law does not inflict the oppression of permanent celibacy. Islamic teachings ward off celibacy by making marriage rites simpler, emphasizing \textit{taqwa} (ethical consciousness) over looks, and accepting, if not encouraging, the marriages of Muslim women to non-Muslim husbands.\(^{28}\)

Permanent celibacy as a test from Allah is not an Islamic value because needless suffering is \textit{abath} (useless) and self-imposed hardship is not piety. Allah’s law is both reasonable and known through appeal to reason, which is why the law does not inflict unreasonable prescriptions and cause oppression. It is argued that “trials are harder for those with strong faiths but they are lighter for those with weaker faith.”\(^{29}\) This necessitates the question that when did gays, often viewed contemptuously, become so exalted to be severely tested? Thus, arguing that homosexuality is an abomination while prescribing permanent celibacy as a test, as if those being tested are exalted with strong faith, is paradoxical.

There do seem to be some opinions in Muslim legal manuals that view homosexuality as a test. However, instead of imitation, such opinions, which can be traced back to the 14\textsuperscript{th}-century scholar Ibn Taymiyyah (d. 1328), warrant a careful scrutiny. Ibn Taymiyyah mentioned in his exegetical work that while men generally tilt towards women, some would also be tested in their tilt toward beardless boys. However, this is not a test of lifelong celibacy, for the desire towards boys was deemed aggressive. It was construed as the same desire channelled to women.


Such scholars understood sexuality based on the medical knowledge available to them. Ibn Taymiyyah asserted that it is the insertive partner who has the desire for sex, whereas the receptive partner has no sexual desire except for disease, affliction, financial reasons, or other aims.\textsuperscript{30} Al-Ruha\'yabani believed that the insertive partner’s semen poisons the receptive partner’s body such that he does not remain deserving of any good.\textsuperscript{31} Ibn Qayyi\textsuperscript{32} Ibn Kathir (d. 1373) felt that such a person has nothing beneficial for creation.\textsuperscript{33}

The general opinion that the male is not an entity for receptive intercourse has to be understood in the context of the medical knowledge available to the past jurists. However, should such opinions continue to inform current rulings in Islamic jurisprudence? Indeed, such extra-textual information that shaped juristic works can be replaced by contemporary consensus amongst professional psychological and psychiatric bodies.\textsuperscript{34} According to a task force of the American Psychological Association, the struggle between faith and homosexuality has been associated with anxiety, panic disorders, depression, and suicide ideation.\textsuperscript{35} Most individuals are not super


\textsuperscript{32}Ibn al-Qayyi\textsuperscript{33} Ibn al-Qayyi\textsuperscript{34} Al-Jawāb al-Kāfī li Man Saʾala ʿan al-Dawāʾ al-Shāfī, in [The Golden Encyclopedia of the Prophetic Golden Hadeeth and its Sciences], 2nd ed. (London: Turath Publishing), CD-ROM.


moral figures to be constantly fighting nature through a celibate lifestyle. On living without intimacy and human touch, one Muslim author wrote, “How could a human being, let alone a Muslim, suggest such a lifestyle for a fellow human being - especially when it’s a lifestyle they don’t accept for themselves?”36 The 14th-century jurist Shatibi recognized that some human dispositions are so inherent that to deny them would be to harm human beings irreparably. The human need for intimacy, affection, and companionship is so deeply ingrained that prescriptions that ignore them lead to taklif ma la yutaq (creation of obligations that cannot be met). Therefore, permanent celibacy is rejected as unIslamic.

3-The proper analogy of same-sex relationships is with non-procreative relationships

The author supports the analogy of same-sex relationships with extra-marital affairs. He argues the Qur’an does not contain explicit punishments for rape, incest, bestiality, and necrophilia, just like homosexuality, but they are all immoral and prohibited. He also argues that even if a genetic marker for same-sex attraction were discovered it is not clear what “principle could be used as a moral justification for acting upon genetic predispositions.”

However, the analogy of homosexuality with polyamory is inappropriate. The only common element is that of desire and it is this legal unsophistication that also perpetuates analogies with eating pork and drinking wine.37 Furthermore, analogies with rape, incest, bestiality, and necrophilia do not hold because such instances are marked by lack of consent, exploitation, severing of family ties, and closeness due to milk, semen and blood ties. In Conservative Judaism,
Rabbis Dorff et al. effectively commented on such analogies and “slippery slopes” as follows:

Some have maintained that once we permit homosexual Jews to create unions that are celebrated in some form of Jewish ceremony and to be students and ultimately graduates of our professional schools, all other sexual prohibitions of the Jewish tradition will soon fall as well. This kind of “slippery slope” argument is faulty on several grounds. First, the very essence of moral and legal sophistication is the increasing ability that one learns to distinguish cases. Second, the arguments that we have mustered to permit homosexual unions and ordination simply do not apply to adultery, incest, bestiality, rape, or any of the other prohibitions of sexual acts in the Torah.38

In terms of principles and moral justification for same-sex unions, marriage rests on affection, intimacy, and companionship, especially in the case of the marriage of elderly women and sterile couples. If such benefits are afforded to them then there seems no reasonable objection to deny the same to gay couples. However, it is internalized disdain that prevents this better analogy of same-sex relationships with non-procreative straight relationships.

4-Medieval knowledge should be updated in jurisprudence

The author describes Dawud al-Zahiri (d. 909) as the “paragon for Muslims struggling with same-sex desires.” By alluding to al-Zahiri, he upholds chastity as a prescription for LGBTQ Muslims. As a child, Dawud al-Zahiri was bullied and nicknamed “poor little sparrow.” When his father affirmed that nickname, he told his father that he was as mean as the bullies for laughing at him.39 He dedicated his book to his love, Ibn Jami, and confessed to his teacher Niftawayh that he was dying due to unfulfilled love for another man. Such scholars

---

38 Rabbis Dorff, et al., “Homosexuality, Human Dignity and Halakh,ah.” [See n. 27.]
also composed pederastic poetry. This trope of death by love allowed jurists like al-Ramli (d. 1550) and Ibn Qayyim to tolerate glances and kisses to prevent the greater evil of the lover’s death. However, it would be absurd to advise Muslim LGBTQ youth today to accept being bullied, love from afar, glance and kiss, compose pederastic poems, sit on a severed camel hump, and expect martyrdom through inner struggles. Indeed, medical knowledge, social norms and juristic opinions cannot be frozen in the times of the past jurists. Thus, as noted under point 4 above, jurisprudential assumptions that informed past legal opinions must be updated.

5—The coercion notion is very clear in the account of Lot

The author claims that the Qur’an does not have contemporary notions of “sexual orientation,” “rape” and “consent,” but that it still contains normative doctrine related to them. He also claims that there is no mention of “coercion, force and aggression” in the context of Lot’s people despite the Qur’an’s using such words elsewhere. Thus, he substantiates his argument that the Qur’an condemns instances of consensual same-sex relationships.

However, normative doctrines on rape and consent are analogically deduced from the Qur’an. This lack of clarity has caused problems in places like Pakistan, where raped women, who cannot produce witnesses, remain vulnerable under hudud laws by getting charged with adultery. Likewise, analogical deduction from the Qur’an causes problems in interpreting verses on Lot’s people. In the context of Lot’s people the phrase “approach men with desire instead of

---


women” has been used in verses 7:81, 26:165-166 and 27:55. This is plainly read to connote a condemnation of consensual same-sex relationships. However, it is important to recognize that generally approaching men with desire constitutes sexual violation, as men in general are not partial to the overtures of other men. The absence of words that connote force and aggression in the context of Lot’s people does not imply the absence of coercion, just as it is true in the context of raped women who are charged with adultery.

Coercion is very clear in the account of Lot if we understand the Qur’an by the Qur’an. The only instance where the Qur’an illustrates how Lot’s men approached other men is when it shows how they came knocking on Lot’s door and forcibly demanded access to his guests who clearly were not consenting to sex.44 This is much clearer than anything else the author has chosen to understand from the account of Lot. In essence, the Qur’an clearly illustrates the approach of Lot’s people as coercive and the author’s point does not hold.

6-Terminology on the actions of Lot’s people developed over time

The author claims that the term *amal qaum lut* (acts of Lot’s people) appears in early Hadith reports but is not different from the later juristic terms *lutu*/*liwat*, all of which “unambiguously” allude to male anal intercourse. By making such an argument he bolsters the claim of a clear position on the prohibition of anal intercourse between males.

Notwithstanding textual authenticity, the first Caliph of Islam is reported to have Iyas bin Abdullah bin Abd Yalil burned for *amal qaum lut*. However, Iyas not only left Islam along with his tribe Bani Amer but also killed the followers of the Prophet in their tribe.45 This context of apostasy wars, false prophethood, rebellion, and murder of many Muslims does not allow for the conclusion that the

---

44 See verses 11:77-80 and 15:67-72.
word unambiguously referred to male anal intercourse. Moreover, texts attributed to the Tabiun (followers of the companions) contain varied descriptions of these terms. One text, as follows, attributed to one of Abu Hanifa’s teachers – Ibrahim Al Nakhi (d. 713) – and found in the Musannaf Abdul Razzaq, indicates the term luti was not completely or universally understood as referring to male anal intercourse: “About a man who called another man ‘Luti,’ Ibrahim said: His intent, he is to be asked what he meant?” 46 According to this text, the term luti required explanation, as it did not have the precise meaning of a person involved in male anal intercourse. Given the life-span of Abd ar-Razzaq as-San’ani (d. 833), the author of Musannaf Abdul Razzaq, it may be concluded that even about 150 years after the Prophet’s migration, there was no consensus on the meaning of words associated with liwat, which were defined by the later jurists.

7-Sexual acts are lawful due to legal contract not procreative context

Referring to the word hiratha (tillage), the author claims that sexual relations are only lawful and praiseworthy when they occur within a paradigmatically procreative context. However, based on verse 2:223, traditional scholars have differed on whether the “tillage” refers to bearing children or something beyond that, which could include mutual spiritual and emotional fulfillment. 47 Minority scholars have also based the permissibility of anal intercourse on the word anna in the verse, which can accommodate meanings of both ‘when you will’ and ‘where you will.’ Shia scholars like Tabatabai assert the permissibility of anal intercourse on the basis of the verse on Lot’s offer of daughters because he knew they were not seeking vaginal intercourse. 48

48 Allama Muhammad Husseīn Ṭabāṭabāʾī, Tafsīr al-Mīzān, commentary on Verses 2:222–223,
Indeed, the permissibility of a wide range of sexual acts other than vaginal intercourse and the woman’s decision to remain married even if the penis is damaged, both allude to the fact that sexual acts are not lawful because of a procreative context but because of a legal contract.

8-Jurists ruled on the apparent, not the hidden

The author claims that the Qur’an celebrates diversity on the basis of tribal, ethnic, and national groupings but not sexual orientation, as they have no bearing on belief or actions in contrast to sexual orientation. He also makes a “prohibition despite diversity” argument by asserting that the acknowledgment of sexual diversity may co-exist with prohibitions of sexual acts outside heterosexual relationships.

However, national, tribal, and ethnic groupings have bearing on both beliefs and actions. This is evident through nationalism, political conflicts, singing anthems, racism, etc. Additionally, outside a heterosexual context, past jurists disagreed with one another on the permissibility of the marriage of the khunthā mushkil (intersex persons), as follows, which weakens the “prohibition despite diversity” argument:

The Ḥanbalīs differed in their marriage. Al-Khiraqī mentioned that the khunthā decides according to what they say. If they said that they are male and that they desire women, then they can do so. If they said that they are female and they desire men, then they can do so. This is because only they can decide and no one else can decide this. So, their word is accepted as the word of the woman is accepted when she says that she has menstruation or the period. They, the khunthā, may know themselves according to the desires as they see which of the two sexes they desire.49


Moreover, as noted by the Shafi‘i jurist al-Āmidī (d. 1233), jurists ruled on the apparent and not the hidden,\(^5\) which means that in the absence of developments in contemporary psychology they could not rule on the marriage of those who were constitutionally and exclusively attracted to the same gender. Some jurists did subsume the *khunthā mushkil* into a heterosexual framework; however, their understanding of gender prevented them from ruling on a legal contract for same-sex couples. This is because men were viewed as non-receptive entities and therefore male receptivity to penetration was viewed through the lens of *ubnah* (affliction). No wonder, the religious scholar al-Rāghib (d. 1108–09) described a woman sodomizing an effeminate man with a dildo as an ultimate sexual irregularity.\(^6\) Thus, the prohibition of sexual acts outside heterosexual relationships has to be understood based on the socio-medical knowledge of the times of the past jurists.

9-Men approaching other men constitutes sexual violation

The author mentions that of the six Qur’anic passages that deal with homosexual acts,\(^7\) only one deals with the crimes of highway robbery and evil deeds in public assemblies, thus concluding that the emblematic crime of Lot’s people remains sexual intercourse between men. Verses like 7:81 use the definite article “al” (the) to refer to men and women. As such, he asserts that the Arabic definite article often refers to a generic class and not a specific referent and claims that the men and women in the verses on Lot’s people refer to a general class and not specific men and their wives. By arguing as such, he contends that the Qur’an condemns same-sex relationships.

Indeed, the operative phrase used in the Qur’an as in verse 7:81 is “approaching men with desire instead of women.” However, restricting this desire to that of a sexual nature does not explain why


the entire nation of Lot’s people as opposed to a small sexual minority amongst them approached other men. This particularization to evoke an “emblematic” crime is unwarranted, as exegetical literature is clear that the actions of Lot’s people included “ambushing travelers, apprehending their goods, and killing them” (highway robbery) and thereafter “telling obscene jokes, passing gas, and laughing” (evil deeds in public assemblies). In order to condemn same-sex unions, passage 29:28-35 has to be sidelined to ignore the context of highway robbery and public evil deeds. This weakens the argument that the verses are reflecting the issue of same-sex unions.

However, Muslims who proffer the traditional position sometimes argue that making the verse about coercion would lead to justifying the coercion of women. But then making the verse about gay men leads to instigating them to approach women. If so, who would be willing to provide their daughters and sisters to uphold a particular Qur’anic interpretation? The way out of both absurd conclusions is to read the verse plainly but without prejudice. The verse is contrasting approaching men, who generally are not partial to the advances of other men, with approaching women, who generally are partial to the advances of men. It is in this sense that generally approaching men instead of women is deemed exploitative and hence reprehensible, for the former are non-receptive partners but the latter are receptive.

The critic claims that the Qur’an refers to general categories of men and women in the verses on Lot’s people. However, this supports the thesis that the verses are not referring to a minority of men classified as gay but to all men. Indeed, the conduct of the entirety of Lot’s people has to be evoked on an issue pertaining to a minority, which is unwarranted. Moreover, general categories always hold room for exceptions such as the mukhannathun (effeminate), khunthā mushkil (indeterminate sex) and natural eunuchs or in contemporary terms asexuals, transgender and intersex persons and gays. Thus, the Qur’anic verses on Lot’s people are about exploitation rather than same-sex relationships.
10-Reliance on exegetical works through a heterosexist lens leads to paradoxes

Borrowing from the exegeses of Tabari (d. 923), Zamakhshari (d. 1143) and Razi (d. 1209), the author claims that exegetes explained the phrase “no claim on Lot’s daughters” as being uninterested in marriage, lack of sexual interest in women and having exclusive desire for men. He also mentions the lack of exegetical precedent for Lot’s people having wives. He questions whether Kugle ignored the qasas (stories) of Ibn Kathir (d. 1373) for it attributes the invention of penetrating men and leaving women to Lot’s people. The operative phrases used in the exegesis of Ibn Kathir are “none among the children of Adam had preceded” and “leaving righteous” females.53

However, paradoxically, in the context of 26:165-166 that depict Lot’s people as approaching males instead of the mates created for them, the author states that traditional exegetes mention that Lot’s people engaged in anal sex with both men and women. Some exegetical works also mention that Lot’s offer was for the people to go back to their wives. In another paradox, he attacks Kugle for asserting that the exegete Tabari was fixated on anal intercourse, yet, through other exegetes, he emphasizes that the phrase “leaving what your Lord has created for you from your mates” referred to interest in anal intercourse rather than vaginal intercourse.

Yet another paradox arises, when the author mentions in the context of 27:54-58 that Lot’s people were aware of the immorality of same-sex acts and disparaged Lot and his followers as “pure.” However, in the context of 11:78, he mentions that Lot’s people deemed marriage as false and wrong and homosexual intercourse as legitimate and right. Indeed, reliance on exegetical works through a heterosexist lens leads to such paradoxes.

Furthermore, reliance on Ibn Kathir leads to the problem that homosexual acts existed prior to 1800 BCE, the time of Lot’s people. Apart from 3000 BCE Mesopotamia, sexual conduct as far back as 10,000 years in the Melanesian region and 40,000 years ago among aboriginal people of all racial lines. Indeed, such paradoxes do not allow for extrapolating a clear position on homosexuality.

11-Lot’s offer of daughters has challenged exegetes

The author feels Kugle’s exegesis is revisionist when he states that Lot was merely making a “sarcastic tongue in cheek” comparison with the offer of his daughters. He also mentions that Lot’s daughters by virtue of their gender are deemed “purer” as mates and as such opposite sex acts hold a purity that same-sex acts do not. By arguing as such, heterosexual relationships are supported and homosexual relationships are condemned.

However, Lot’s offer of daughters has challenged exegetes to the extent that there does not appear to be a unique explanation for the offer. Some claim that he offered his daughters for marriage, others claim he was offering the women of the town as the father of his people, still others claim he was telling them to go back to their wives, and a fourth category of exegetes claim that he was merely pricking their conscience. Thus, Kugle’s claim is not revisionist.

The word “purer” has been used instead of the word “pure.” In terms of comparisons this means where one act is more pure, the other is not necessarily impure. Alternatively, this means if one act is dirty then the other is less dirty. This helps explain the idea that Lot’s offer of daughters, whether his own, the town women, their wives, or merely to prick their conscience, rested on the idea that to approach women
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sexually was less dirty of an option, as they are in general receptive to the advances of men. In contrast, approaching other men is the dirtier option, as they are in general not receptive to such overtures. Thus, Lot’s offer is better explained through the notion of implied consent. If the offer is explained by affirming heterosexuality, the concern about consent will remain unresolved.

12-The qasas (stories) literature reflects the exploitation theme

The author claims that the qasas (stories) genre consisted of Israeliyat (patristic and midrashic traditions) and is not used as proof in juristic works. He asserts that while Kugle critiques Hadith, he liberally uses the weaker genre of qasas. He also attacks Kugle for erroneously identifying al-Kisai as the famous transmitter of the seven canonical readings of the Qur’an, and amends Kugle’s translation that “forcing themselves” in the context of the actions of Lot’s people should be replaced by “providing compensation.” Furthermore, the author argues that Kugle ignored qasas passages that mention Satan assuming the receptive role to entice Lot’s people for they would have refused to be receptive partners. He claims that repeated raping led to consensual intercourse and that the ultimate moral outrage was same-sex behaviour with mutual consent and pleasure.

However, it is important to distinguish between using qasas information to understand better and using Hadith to kill, condemn or curse others. Using patristic and midrashic traditions is supported by Qur’anic verses like 16:43 that recommend asking people of the scriptures “if you do not know.” However, Prophetic teachings on warding off Hadd punishments and to accept what is attributed to him other than the Qur’an very carefully sets the bar very high for referencing Hadith.

Quoting the wrong al-Kisai is interesting. The al-Kisai, who gave Muslims one of the seven canonical readings of the Qur’an was noted as one of the most learned persons even as he openly
confessed to illegal same-sex relations.\textsuperscript{57} The translation emendation is also interesting, as whether Lot’s people are viewed as forcing themselves or giving compensation, both cases reflect exploitation as opposed to mutual consent. The exploitation theme also becomes manifest by noting the author’s referencing of the \textit{qasas} to indicate that Lot’s people would have refused to be receptive partners. This confirms the thesis that in general men are non-receptive entities. The author mentions that repeated rape led to consensual intercourse with pleasure. This reflects an understanding of sexuality through the lens of addiction, in which consent can never be assumed.

\textbf{13-Scholars can be referenced without agreeing with all their opinions}

The author claims that Kugle champions Ibn Hazm but ignores that Ibn Hazm prescribed the \textit{tazir} (discretionary) punishment for same-sex acts and mentioned texts that forbid both men and women from seeing the \textit{awra} (intimate parts) of the same-sex. The author also references another text that indicates that Allah cursed men who imitate women and vice versa. By alluding to such texts, he bolsters his case of the prohibition of same-sex relationships.

However, Ibn Hazm also cautioned against \textit{taqlid} (imitation) of past scholars.\textsuperscript{58} This means that there can certainly be disagreement with their opinions, including on the permissibility of a legal contract that legitimates same-sex relationships. This is also the thrust of Kugle’s message when he views Islam through the lens of flowing water as opposed to a stagnant pool of water. Indeed, many scholars have quoted other scholars favourably and respectfully without agreeing with all their opinions.

Notwithstanding authenticity issues, the \textit{awra} texts are about modesty instead of legal relationships. This becomes clear when


in one text, referenced by the author; women are forbidden from lying uncovered under the same sheet lest one describes the other to her husband. Furthermore, looking at the *awra* of the opposite gender is also forbidden and these texts are not used to prohibit legal relationships.

The Hadith on cursing the *mukhannathun* (effeminates) are deemed weak for multiple reasons. Furthermore, the tradition distinguishes between intentional and innate feminine dispositions of the *mukhannathun* and also highlights the context of lewdness when a *mukhannath* by virtue of their access to female quarters started describing the beauty of a woman to an unrelated man. Thus, extrapolating from these texts to prohibit same-sex unions is a huge stretch.

**14-Oppression in Allah’s name is still oppression**

The author claims that the prohibition of homosexual behaviour is known by necessity as part of faith for it falls in the same category as belief in God, the Prophet, five daily prayers, fasting in Ramadan and other foundational beliefs and practices. He alludes to the legal maxim that all sexual acts are prohibited unless expressly allowed and also asserts that the plain reading of the verses is so clear that no exegetes have differed on their interpretation. By arguing as such, he sustains his case of the prohibition of same-sex relationships.

However, placing the prohibition of homosexuality on par with the six articles of faith and the five pillars of faith is a polemical and unjustifiable tactic. The foundational principle of Islam is *Tawhid*.
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61 Brown (forthcoming) references the scholars Razi and al-Haytami who proposed that the prohibition of homosexuality was an axiomatic part of faith. However, the prohibition is more appropriately termed as part of a derived ruling that rests on independent reasoning. Additionally,
(Oneness) and not obsession with anal intercourse. Moreover, the legal maxim on the prohibition of sexual acts unless expressly allowed implies that express verses will have to be sought for every sexual act between married couples. The issue at hand is not one of the immorality or prohibition of sexual acts but one of a legal contract that legitimizes them. Can such a legal contract be offered to a minority segment of Muslims to fulfill their legitimate need for affection, intimacy and companionship?

The only barrier to same-sex unions is that of reading Islamic texts through deep-rooted prejudices and social conditioning. Kugle’s bias is clear - the legitimate human need for affection, intimacy and companionship. His critics need to recognize their deep-rooted heterosexism, which is often masked through the loud touting of God’s law. Indeed, peddling *zulm* (oppression) of permanent celibacy by resorting to “Allah says so” is still oppression.

Having addressed the specific fourteen salient points from the critique, it is also necessary to have a broader look at how homosexuality is addressed in conservative Muslim circles. In this regard, we address the common Muslim misconceptions on homosexuality, as they influence religious opinion and form the basis for Muslim homophobia.

**Addressing common Muslim misconceptions on homosexuality**

Progress on affirming LGBTQ Muslims hinges on addressing the deep-rooted heterosexism that informs scriptural reasoning. This entails dispelling misinformation on homosexuality within Muslim communities. Common misconceptions include the conflation of sexual

it is noteworthy that Razi viewed the recipient of anal intercourse through the lens of disease and al-Haytami viewed the receptive partner as being dishonoured. This indicates their understanding of homosexuality was confined by the medical knowledge and social mores of their times. Additionally, Muslim scholars like Ebrahim Moosa have noted that, “early Muslim jurists could give verdicts contrary to the explicit text.” Behnam Sadeghi notes the same for Hanafi scholars just as Kecia Ali notes for Shafi. This indicates that when external evidence allows, the text can be fundamentally revisited.
abuse with homosexuality, explaining the latter through pornography, associating sexual conduct and fatal diseases with homosexuality and trusting reparative therapy. In what follows such misconceptions are replaced with a fact-based understanding of homosexuality.

1-Affection and companionship do not arise from sexual abuse

The documentary *The Dancing Boys of Afghanistan* reveals the sexual abuse of boys, often used as surrogates in gender-segregated societies.62 Saudi men have been noted to temporarily access male youth when their wives are pregnant or menstruating.63 Childhood sexual abuse has been associated with anal intercourse, later in life, with wives or other males, as a form of misdirected revenge.64 However, it is highly unlikely that love and affection for another person could arise from something ugly and painful as sexual abuse.65 The problem is that of reverse causality. Children who later identify as LGBTQ are often socially isolated and therefore vulnerable to abuse. Thus, mainstream researchers and professionals reject the notion that sexual abuse turns an individual gay.66

2-Watching pornography does not change sexual orientation

Conservative Muslim leaders sometimes establish causality between watching pornography and sexual orientation. However, it has been noted that heterosexuals and asexuals occasionally view homosexual pornography despite having no desire in masturbation or establishing
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a sexual relationship with members of the same gender. As such, watching pornography does not determine sexual orientation. In essence, sexual behaviour and practices have to be distinguished from sexual orientation.

3-Sexual practices cannot be conflated with sexual orientation

There are promiscuous heterosexuals just as there are monogamous homosexuals. Conflating AIDS with gay men in unwarranted. Indeed, in the context of Sub Saharan Africa, we do not associate AIDS with heterosexuals but with unsafe sexual encounters. Additionally, while many heterosexuals engage in anal sex, many gay men do not engage in that activity even in casual encounters in the freest of societies. Thus, sexual practices have to be distinguished from sexual orientation.

4-Muslim professionals don’t necessarily support sexual orientation change efforts (SOCE)

The negative impact of SOCE include depression, hopelessness, loss of faith, deteriorated relationships with family, poor self-image, social isolation, intimacy difficulties, self-hatred, sexual dysfunction, suicidal ideation, feelings of being dehumanized, increase in substance abuse and high-risk sexual behaviours. Given that SOCE therapists have not produced rigorous scientific research to bolster their claims, major health associations have condemned SOCE therapies, including the Lebanese Medical Association for Sexual Health (LebMASH), who released a position statement on SOCE in 2013, which included the following excerpt:

Currently, the global consensus among healthcare providers is that
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homosexuality is a normal and natural variation of human sexuality without any intrinsically harmful health effects. [. . .] Similar to left-handedness and other human attributes, homosexuality is likely manifested due to a mixture of genetic and environmental factors. [. . .] In the same way that heterosexuality is not a choice, homosexuality is not a choice either. [. . .] Efforts to change sexual orientation are not based on any sound scientific evidence. On the contrary, this practice has been abandoned due to proven failure and serious harmful effects. ... LebMASH urges healthcare providers in Lebanon to refrain from this unethical and potentially harmful practice. We also urge health care organizations to take a strong position against such practices. 70

Concluding Remarks

Among the salient points made in this article, it is argued that any consensus on homosexuality does not hold, permanent celibacy violates Islamic values, heterosexism prevents the analogy of same-sex relationships with non-procreative relationships, medieval knowledge should be updated in jurisprudence, reliance on exegetical works leads to paradoxes and oppression in Allah’s name still constitutes oppression. It is emphasized that the issue at hand is not the permissibility of sexual acts but that of the validity of a legal contract for same-sex couples. It is also argued that past jurists ruled on the apparent not the hidden and therefore in the absence of developments in contemporary psychology, they could not rule on same-sex unions.

Mobeen Vaid’s criticism of Scott Kugle’s seminal work through hermeneutical gymnastics that equate LGBTQ Muslims with Lot’s people and which downplay the legitimate human need for affection, intimacy and companionship as mere urges and whims is instigated by a deep-rooted heterosexism. The same prejudice allows placing the prohibition of homosexuality on par with the six articles of faith
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and the five pillars of Islam. However, there is painstakingly detailed scholarship available to Muslim professionals\(^7\) and religious scholars\(^2\) that affirms the human need of LGBTQ Muslims for intimacy, affection and companionship.

This scholarship allows dispelling Muslim misconceptions on homosexuality and deconstructing the arguments of conservative Muslim leaders, as has been manifest in this article. The principal arguments, as made in points 8 and 9, indicate that the past jurists viewed homosexuality negatively because of their understanding of homosexuality through the lens of exploitation and based on their understanding of gender and masculinity. Given that males are generally viewed as non-receptive entities and in the absence of developments in contemporary psychology, they could not be reasonably expected to provide rulings on the concerns of sexual minorities.

Indeed, while they did rule on the legitimacy of sexual acts outside a legal contract, they have not addressed the legitimacy of a legal contract between two men or two women. Their understanding of gender prevented them from doing so, as according to them the male is the active partner whereas the female is the receptive partner. This is why scholars like al-Raghib viewed the penetration of a male by a woman as the ultimate sexual irregularity and why Shafi (d. 820) reasoned that a man is the one who marries or takes a concubine and a woman is the one who is married or taken as a concubine simply on the basis that she is different.\(^3\)

Moreover, past jurists addressed the receptive partner through the lens of affliction or disease. They addressed the active partner through the lens of aggressive desire and therefore were able to
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\(^2\)Jahangir, J.B. and H. Abdullatif, *Islamic Law and Muslim Same-Sex Unions*.

prescribe marriage and having sex with wives as outlets. They were horrified by the rampant sexual exploitation of boys and male slaves and that may have coloured their strong condemnation of homosexual intercourse. Homosexuality as it exists today in the form of same-sex relationships may have been present but dwarfed by the overwhelming cases of exploitation.

There are contemporary conservative Muslim leaders and scholars who are sensitive to the concerns of gay Muslims but are incapable of finding a way to affirm them within understanding of Islamic law. They may end up prescribing what they well understand as not ideal but what is the best they can come up with, whether it is “celibacy for life” or like the late Maher Hathout say that “if you have to do it then keep it to yourself.” However, such leaders and scholars should be open minded enough to recognize that others who have a greater stake in the issue may be better suited at finding a legal accommodation of gay Muslims in the society. They should be attentive to the plight of gay Muslims, listen to their conclusions with an open mind and without bias based on cultural readings of the texts.

Progress on the concerns of LGBTQ Muslims requires that deep-rooted prejudices be checked and misconceptions on homosexuality be addressed before undertaking scriptural analysis. Such progress also warrants rethinking of gender and masculinity. Our understanding of gender should not be constrained to the binary and should account for gender expression, sexual orientation and gender identity. Progress also requires that instead of reducing LGBTQ Muslims to misguided desires, laziness and fads, we can acknowledge the universal human need for intimacy, affection and companionship that allows us to affirm LGBTQ Muslims. Indeed, heterosexism is not an Islamic value but affirming the values of intimacy, affection and companionship is.